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Mr. Grinstern: 

:nn"''"'n•r•n the above-referenced letter of ViOIIam;n 

consideration: 
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is process. Rssults to date: 

1. Observation of the dust collector stacks are of the visual site the EHS 
Coordinator basis. No emissions have been observed from the dust collector 
stacks. Several of the site rooflines on 2015, and during the week 
of May 25, 201 emissions from the roof or general ventilation vents. 

on 2015, showed an accumulation of sand in the 
SP!3Ctlon of the roof revealed two small areas of dust accumulation in a 

north of the furnace ventilation stacks. The sand and the dust 
during the site's 4, 2015, shutdown and were completed during that 

2. by Trace Analytical 
were taken of located in the company 

parking lot (samples #1, #3. #4) and a control vehicle (sample #2) by wiping the vehicles with a pre-
moistened Comparative samples were also taken and analyzed of the 
dusts collected in the sand dust collectors and furnace/swart collector. No conclusions could 
be drawn from the results of the samples. Analytical results and summary are included with this letter. 

3. To determine the conditions of the site's furnace air emissions collection system, the 

4. 

associated dust collector and were No major problems were revealed during the 
the Dustar collector has and continues to operate according to its design. However, 

it was noted that the dampers were not operating as as desired, so these 
were and the was cleaned (August 1, 2015). Other slated improvements include the 
installation of replacement of one hood, the installation of fabric curtains, and the 
redirection of flow to increase the draw to the Dustar collector (August 15, 2015). 

As of the emissions other collectors were "'""'""'""'" 
collectors. These units were also cleaned and the media has been re!:llac:ea 

emissions from this stack. is not believed that this stack is a source or 
observed emissions. 

" 

the Trevo mist 
201 There are 

to the 
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made as necessary to ensure proper 
1, 201 

In addition to the site's Materials with the steel vendors to 
reduce the amount of oxide ""''""'""''" associated with the raw materials. The site's 
returns were also but no excess "'"''J'"'''"'" were observed to be associated 
with the material. 

6. discussions with two emploveE3S 
had observed 

To 

•n,nmilnn weeks to determine the effectiveness of the actions rrnf"m<=>n to date 
outdoor air under wind 

to the automobiles of affected omnlnw;:,,,., 

this letter and attachments response to the 16, 2015, Letter of 
and indicates how committed the ,....,,.,,,,.,t and staff is to .,n,nrnnrr•"'n"'' 

health and We believe we have taken a nnrrH:.r•h to the mves1t1Qeit!Cin 
the and that the actions we have taken will """"'''""" a solution to any oo:ss!ible 

rules and 

Please contact me at your convenience at 616-887-6431, or QQ!:!lli!c§:QY!.!Il£~~l!iiilla!!I!Q.9tY1'gQ!!l. you 
and included attachments. 




